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Smart Grid refers to the computerizing of the grid via the addition of monitoring, analysis, control, and 

communication capabilities to improve its reliability, efficiency, and security. Smart meter devices, that include 

sensors to gather data and two-way digital communication between the smart meters in the field and the 

utility’s grid operations center, are associated with the grid. The smart grid can take advantage of new 

technologies, such as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, various forms of renewable and conventional distributed 

generation, lighting management systems, automation technology that lets the utility adjust and control each 

individual device or millions of devices from a central location, and many more. This presentation will discuss  

some of the current research projects being investigated by Butler-Purry’s group on smart distributions systems, 

in grid or island operation. One project investigates the impact of cyber attacks on the operation of smart 

distribution systems. The second project developed two new approaches to enhance the protection of smart 

distribution systems. One approach uses smart meters during distribution planning to improve selectivity of 

protection, and the other approach uses smart meters during operation to improve the sensitivity of protection.    
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